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The best security for civilization is the dwellings, and upon
proper and becoming dwellings
depends more than anything
else the improvement of
mankind. Such dwellings are
the nursery of all domestic
virtues, and without a becoming
home the exercise of these
virtues is impossible.
Benjamin Disraeli
Speech in London
July 18, 1874
Of some 1.4 million housing units
in Virginia, about 190,000 are substandard, according to a 1975 report
of the Virginia Housing Development
Authority. The fact that one out of
seven units is substandard will not
come as news to an attentive observer of the housing scene in
Virginia, but what is surprising is that
over half of these substandard units
are owner occupied. (For the purposes of this News Letter, a home is
considered to be substandard if it has
critical deficiencies in major structural elements, such as the foundation, exterior walls, roof, floors, or
interior walls; or has dangerous
defects in less important structural
parts; or lacks proper plumbing,
heating, and wiring.)
The goal of decent housing for all
Americans has been affirmed and
reaffirmed in federal legislation since
1937, but the problem of substandard homes still persists. And so for
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the many Virginians who dwell in
substandard homes, while they may,
to quote the prophet Micah, "sit every
man under his vine and under his fig
tree," when they go indoors theyfind
a leaking roof, a rotting floor, and no
plumbing.
Even though some existing stituations may still call for urban renewal
as a solution, the accumulated experience of several decades reveals that
urban renewal creates as well as
solves problems. Many cities that
cleared blighted areas in the 1950s
and 1960s have yet to find a use for
the vacant land. Frequently the
former inhabitants did not find better
housing, or the poorest were relocated in large public rent-subsidy projects, where the concentration of
people least able to buy services
compounds their mutual problems
and reduces their contacts with a
larger community.
In the path of the urban renewal
bulldozer were not only dwellings
deteriorated beyond rehabilitation,
but also some that could be repaired,
some that could be rehabilitated, and
some that were still in good condition. Also, of course, some of the
razed homes had been owner occupied, and the dislocated owners
subsequently could not find other
houses they could afford to buy.
Since some inhabitants of the
cleared area were forced to vacate
their homes against their wishes, a
severe strain was put on the social
fabric.
The deficiencies of urban renewal,
then, raised questions which have
led in turn to a quest for new

answers. With a problem as complex
as housing, no single answer will do.
What we wish to discuss here is an
approach that has been tried and
found fruitful in the City of Charlottesville.
HOUSING IN CHARLOTTESVILLE

In the early 1960s the City of
Charlottesville through urban renewal cleared a deteriorated area known
as Vinegar Hill, located adjacent to
the downtown business district.
Some of the Vinegar Hill residents
were relocated in Westhaven, a new
125-unit public housing project;
altogether, almost two hundred families (former residents of both the
Vinegar Hill and Westhaven sites)
were dislocated by this urban renewal program. Today most of Vinegar
Hill is still vacant, and Westhaven
has proved to be a less than satisfactory project.
With a population of around
38,000 (and surrounded by suburbs
in Albemarle County, of about the
same population), Charlottesville has
approximately 15,000 dwelling units.
A 1972 door-to-door survey revealed
1,510 substandard units, 538 of
which lacked either hot piped water,
flush toilet, bathtub, or shower. A
subsequent examination of the city
assessor's records revealed that
1,259 of the substandard dwelling
units thus identified were appraised
at less than $1 ,000 a room, with
roughly half of that group (662)
owner occupied. Table 1 shows that
almost all of the substandard units
could be brought up to an acceptable
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TABLE 1
Substandard Units in Relation to Family Income

Family Income
.$ 0 Category of
Substandard
Units
Rehab Infeasible
58 Units
Rehab May Be
Feasible
(30 year loan)
117 Units
Rehab Feasible
(10 year loan)
523 Units
Repair

Affordable
Percent Principal and
(N=890) Annual Payment

$ 600
11.0

Affordable
Principal and
Annual Payment

$8,000-$9,99~

$6,000-$7,999

Percent
(N=184)

Affordable
Principal and
Annual Payment

Affordable
Percent Principal and
(N=116) Annual Payment

5
$1,482

58

30
558

100.0

13,240
63

1,338

388
100

34
2,210

8,800
67

$17,710

14,540
32

990

2,550
~5.5

$ 1,965

6,525

3,675
37.0

$10,000

$5,000
3

$

812 Units
Total
1,510 Units

Percent
(N=320)

$5,999

6.5

Fe~sible

-0.0 year loan) .

$4,000 -

$3,999

2,690
18,825

66
2,860

2,010
100

$

100

SOU RCE: 1972 Charlottesvi lie Housi ng Survey conducted by University of Vi rg i n ia students upon authorization from city counc; I.
Date deposited with the Charlottesville Office of Community Development.

level through repairs or rehabilitation. However, it also makes clear
that most occupants could not afford
a sizable increase in their housing
costs (note, for example, that occupants of 890 of the 1,510 substandard units had annual incomes of
less than $4,000). Table 1 provides
for each housing category the principal and annual payments (based on
an annual interest rate of 9 percent)
that could be afforded by the average
family in that income bracket. The
affordable principal and annual
payments are calculated by multiplying the difference between a family's
housing costs (mortgage, taxes, and
utilities) and its gross income by a
factor of 2.5.
In the 1970s, Charlottesville's low
income housing problems were
further aggravated by the rapid
expansion of the University of Virginia, by the reduced availability of
federal housing funds, and by the
rapid rate of inflation. Armed with a
resolve to improve low income housing conditions and with solid facts
from the Census Bureau and from the
local housing survey, Charlottesville
city council decided to tackle the
difficult problem offinancing housing
improvement. In June 1973 Mayor
Francis Fife appointed fellow councilman George Gilliam to head a
committee which included the president of a bank, the director of the
housing authority, the deputy city
manager, a member of the planning
commission, the president of the

local private nonprofit housing foundation, and two senior faculty
members from the university's
schools of business and law.
Making some recommendations to
city council as it progressed, the
committee completed its report in
January 1975. The report lists ten
objectives consistent with available
resources, including the demolition
and rebuilding of the 58 units identified by the housing survey as
infeasible for rehabilitation; the
generation of financing for the other
1,452 substandard units; the encouragement of housing improvements based upon a neighborhood
approach, in order to realize greater
impact with limited resources; and
the sponsorship of broader-based job
training and development programs.
The committee recommendations
fall under three headings. Among the
"contributing solutions which do not
require city expenditures" are that a
city-university coalition document for
the state the need for additional
university housing; that the four
major banks each set aside $250,000
of their loan programs for low income
borrowers to make home improvements; and that the regional planning
district commission develop "a fair
share housing program," wherein
each jurisdiction meets a portion of
the low income housing need.
Among the"contributing solutions
which require city expenditures" are
allocation of 10 percent of community development funds to housing

rehabilitation;
a "Land Lease"
program to assist low and moderate
income families by delaying land
costs; and a revolving loan fund for
rehabilitation and new construction
by a nonprofit organization. Among
the other "sources of funds for
housing programs," the recommendations point out the city's capital
improvement fund of $1 million for
housing; general revenue sharing
funds;
community
development
funds; and, as possible sources, the
state housing authority and bond
issues. Anticipated legal obstacles
led to rejection of the idea of a bond
issue, as well as some other
proposals for providing lower interest
rates to low and moderate income
residents for new home construction
or rehabilitation.
THE CHARLOTTESVILLE HOUSING
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

To achieve the committee report's
objectives of housing rehabilitation
through a neighborhood approach
and greater job training opportunities, city government had a ready
instrument at hand in the Charlottesville Housing Improvement Program
(CHIP). This program began in 1969,
when a number of University of
Virginia student volunteers worked
alongside of area residents to clean
up and repair the extensive damages
caused in Central Virginia by Hurricane Camille. The experience made
the students aware of the area!s
housi ng needs beyond that ca used by
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the flood damage, and so they
organized themselves (as one of the
programs of Madison House Office of
Student Volunteer Services) to repair
the homes of the most needy persons
in Charlottesville and the surrounding counties. By the end of 1973,
using volunteer labor and charging
only for materials, they had repainted
or made relatively minor repairs on
115 homes.
In 1973 CHIP decided to expand in
order to perform major rehabilitation
of the poorest owner-occupied housing, and in February 1974 CHIP
became incorporated as a nonprofit
organization for that purpose. During
that year, the newly incorporated
organization-with major support
from a $5,000 grant from Project
Mainstream of the National Jaycees
and $20,000 from the State Office of
the Aging under the Older Americans
Act-completely rehabilitated five
homes in Charlottesville, one in
Albemarle County, and one in
Greene County. For the 1975-76
fiscal year the City of Charlottesville,
with $30,000 of its money and
$110,000 of Community Development Act (CDA) funds, began to
participate with CHIP to bring owneroccupied substandard homes up to
housing code standards. 1
To qualify for CHIP's services, a
homeowner's income must be less
than 80 percent of the median
income for Charlottesville residents,
which ranges from $6,100 for one
person to $12,250 for a family of
eight (HUD guidelines). The city
housing inspector must verify the
existence of hazards that make the
dwelling "unfit" as defined by the city
hous\ng code. Homeowners must
share in the cost of the materials,
with their contributions ranging from
a minimum of 20 percent, if they
spend 25 percent or more of their
income on housing, to a maximum of
70 percent, if they devote 0-4 percent
of income to housing. A Community
Development Act grant to a family for
the remaining cost of materials
cannot exceed $6,000; and if the
owner dies or sells the house within
five years, the grant must be repaid.
Finally, and most importantly, the
owner-occupants must participate in
the planning, supervision, and actual
work of the rehabilitation. Even
elderly homeowners can paint the
'CHIP has also received financial support from Madison
House, the Comprehensive Employment Training Act, VISTA,
University Year for ACTION, the Charlottesville Housing
Foundation, the Perry Foundation, churches, and individual
contributions.

inside trim and frequently manage to
do more.
Owner participation not only helps
to guarantee future maintenance of
the house, but also it reinforces the
concepts of human worth and dignity. CHIP does not simply perform a
service for a passive recipient. Instead, it works with the owners in the
American tradition of "barn raising,"
where neighbors come to one another's aid with materials and work to do
a job that would be impossible to
accomplish alone. The labor is free to
the owner. Volunteers (more than
one hundred this year) from church
groups, the university student body,
the Jaycees, the Naval Reserve Unit,
and many other organizations each
work a three-hour weekly shift for at
least a month. During the summer
months the American Jewish Service Committee and an international
camping organization have also
provided volunteers. More often than
not, immediate neighbors will join in
the work once it is underway. For
efficiency, CHIP crews are usually
working simultaneously on the rehabilitation of five houses. If it is not
feasible for families to continue living
in their homes during the construction work, CHIP now has a three-unit,
eight-bedroom Emergency Relocation Home where families may stay
while their homes are being rebuilt.
Currently, CHIP has a full-time
staff of twenty, including a director;
four
skilled
managers, funded
through the Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA), who locate
and counsel suitable applicants and
who supervise the work; three VISTA
volunteers; and carpenter trainees
from the Opportunities Industrialization Corporation. The key to the
success of the program is the day-today relationships of the workers and
clients. CHIP's full-time rehabilitation counselor, who has a background in home construction, continues his initial contact and planning
roles with CHIP's clients throughout
the job. When appropriate, the VPI
and SU Cooperative Extension Service is asked to provide homemaker
education after the physical rehabilitation is finished. Major emphasis is
given to the mutual respect and trust
that must be established between
CHIP and the family for the program
to work well, and for CHIP to continue
to enjoy a good reputation in low and
moderate income neighborhoods.
As a result of CHIP's activities, a
manual on housing rehabilitation
based on the CHIP concept has been

published recently by the Virginia
State Office of Housing. 2 Also, since
the summer of 1976, rehabilitation in
the surrounding rural areas has been
undertaken by the Albemarle Housing Improvement Program (AHIP), an
offshoot of CHIP which is supported
by some of the same sources and by a
$50,000 grant from Albemarle County.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROBLEMS

Most of the houses CHIP rehabilitates are owned and occupied by
elderly persons. Typically, a major
overhaul of the structure includes a
new roof; replacement of some
structural timbers; new windows,
walls, and ceiling; and some electrical, plumbing, or heating work, which
is subcontracted out to local firms.
The city housing inspector certifies
completion of all work before CHIP is
reimbursed for its expenses. In the
three-year period from mid-1974 to
June 30, 1977, a total of eighty-nine
housing units were renovated under
CHIP's auspices; that total includes
three units in an emergency relocation home. 3 The actual cost of the
renovations was $525,619; the actual value of the units is conservatively estimated at $634,725. The
average increase in value of about
$1 ,225 above the actual cost of
renovation reflects unpaid labor, and
constitutes a "free" increase in
equity. It is this free equity that makes
financing the homeowner's share
attractive to banks. The average cost
to each family was $1,220, or about
20 percent of the total bill. Another
24 percent of the total cost was
provided by direct subsidies (i.e.,
grants from various sources). CHIP's
operating budget supplied 37 percent
of the total costs, and another 19
percent represented VISTA and CETA
in-kind support.
Over and above the improved
values of the owner-occupied homes
are the improvement of property
values in the neighborhood and the
2Virginia State Office of Housing, Housing Rehabilitation: A

Community Solution to a Community Problem. A Manual
Describing a Viable Housing Rehabilitation Program Based on
Community Effort (Richmond,1977). This manual covers
information of special interest to rural counties.
31t must be stressed that CHIP is not working alone to
improve low-cost housing in Charlottesville. From 1970 to
1977, the Charlottesville Housing Foundation constructed 47
owner-type units; Holy Comforter Catholic Church built 16
rental units. Another 202 units (Oakridge Gardens) were built
by a private developer under a nonsubsidy plan, and a city high
rise for the elderly supplied another 105 rental units. The total,
including the 89 units renovated by CHIP, is 459 units. Thus, a
substantial part of the substandard housing identified in 1972
has been replaced or brought up to standard.
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improved morale of neighbors.
Preservation of the city's tax base,
promotion of home ownership, and
increased community-wide understanding of housing problems are
other values easy to recognize but
hard to calculate in dollar amounts.
Restoring owner-occupied homes
on such a large scale makes a lot of
sense. It generates positive community relationships. In contrast, forcibly
dislocating large numbers of people
from one area and moving them to
another can generate antagonisms
and create problems for both the
people and the areas involved. Unfortunately, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), city
governments, and housing authorities have all in the recent past built up
a tradition of urban renewal and rent
subsidy solutions to low income
housing problems. Established traditions do not change easily. Even
though the idea is based upon old and
proven principles, large-scale restoration of low income homes in the
CHIP manner is a new approach to
low income housing problems. It is
not surprising, then, that CHIP and
the City of Charlottesville have not
fully achieved the intended impact in
neighborhoods that need it most.
City council had intended that
CHIP's work supported by Community Development Act funds would
begin in the designated neighborhoods on July 1, 1975. Thirty-five
homes would be rehabilitated in the
fiscal year. However, six months
were spent locating a legal channel
for the funds agreeable to HUD, state

statutes, and the city. In the interim
CHIP worked in other parts of the city
and in other jurisdictions. In the
remaining six months of the fiscal
year, CHIP did complete seventeen of
the planned rehabilitations, but the
effect was diluted.
While agreement upon the Charlottesville Housing Authority as the
avenue of CDA funds to CHIP resolved the legal problems, it also
created administrative ones. The
authority reports to a commissionnot to the city manager or city
council-and therefore does not have
a readymade communications network with city government. With a
number of long standing responsibilities already, the housing authority
needed time to adjust to new responsibilities and new points of view on
housing.
In the second CDA year, 1976-77,
the city had set forty units in the
designated neighborhoods as a goal.
But HUD had readjustments to make,
too, and decided upon regulations
over and above previous working
rules. These proved cumbersome and
time consuming. Uncertainty over
HUD guidelines also temporarily
delayed use of $50,000 for a IINeighborhood Preservation Fund." The
original intent of this fund was
twofold: (1) to serve as a revolvi ng
fund for the purchase of materials, to
bridge the six-month gap between
expenditures and reimbursement;
and (2) to provide monies to buy
available blighted houses, rehabilitate them, and sell them to low
income city residents at cost. Agree-

ment was finally reached to use the
money only as a revolving fund, but
the uncertainty delayed beginning
work on the scheduled rehabilitations. As a consequence, only
twenty-five rather than forty units
were completed.
For the fiscal year 1977-78, the
goal is to restore thirty-five units in
targeted neighborhoods. City council
has also approved a $100,000 fund
for implementing the plan to buy
substandard houses, have CHIP
rehabilitate them, and then sell them
at cost to low income families.

SUMMARY

The majority of substandard homes
in Virginia are owner occupied, but
programs to improve low income
housing have traditionally ignored
this fact, or even worked against
home ownership. Since 1975 the
City of Charlottesville has been
working to improve low income,
owner-occupied housing through a
program using Community Development Act, revenue sharing, job
training, and its own funds. CHIP, a
community-based nonprofit corporation, using volunteer labor in the
American tradition of IIbarn raising,"
has been an effective instrument for
this housing rehabilitation. CHIP's
focus on attitudes of respect, trust,
and participation and Charlottesville's experience with this approach
are offered as a model for other local
governments.
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